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ABSTRACT
In this report, we have studied second-generation image compression techniques by ex-·
ploiting adaptive multi scaled discrete polynomial transform and investigating local image
structural properties. A new approach for image compression using adaptive-scale and
adaptive-kernel-order discrete Hermite-Binomial filters is developed. In order to perform
local image analysis and subsequently to obtain high data compression, the following parts
are included in this research:

(1) Image analysis
- Extracting and chaining edge curves, and estimating image edge region.
The edge points are estimated and subsequently chained into edge curves. Pruning is
performed to remove edge noise caused by luminance disturbance and to prevent excessively allocating memory space during program execution. These curve widths are then
estimated in order to estimate edge region.
Estimating image texture region (defined as image areas containing only lowpass information) and the different resolution in local areas.
Local image texture resolution is estimated by checking the standard deviation of analyzed images in each small grid over all candidate scale levels.

(2) Image compression algorithm
Adaptive-scale and adaptive-kernel-order discrete Hermite-Binomial filtering algorithm is
developed.
The idea is that image analysis and synthesis should be performed on local image areas
using adaptive filter kernels. For the low-resolution areas of textures, large analysis scale
can be adopted which afterwards leads to high downsampling rate. For texture areas,
low-order kernels can be selected due to local image narrow bandwidth property. Hence
in these local areas, less parameters are needed for coding. While for local edge areas, the
kernel order has to be high, in order to avoid distortion around the reconstructed image
edges. By using such an adaptive approach, high image compression can be achieved.
The program also ensures that only linear convolution is performed on each local area.
The reconstructed image will thus have no wrap-around error near the boundaries of those
areas which have been processed by different filter kernels.

(3) Simulations
Simulations have been done in order to test these algorithms. The simulations on image
compression using such an adaptive processing showed promising results, which supported
the proposed approach.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Image coding for data compression has been recognized as one of the important subjects
in digital image processing. Especially, with the recent development, there are growing
demands for the transmission and storage of digital image data such as those from HDTV,
video conference and medical photos obtained from X-rays, ultrasound and magnetic resonance. The problem is thus to compress image data in order to reduce the transmission
bandwidth or the storage memory space, while maintaining most of the information in an
original image. In lossy image coding, it is desirable that the reconstructed error from a
compressed image is visually minimized.
High compression image coding techniques can be mainly divided into two generations
(1, 2, 3, 4J. In the first generation of coding algorithms, such as KLT, DCT and Subband
decomposition including WT (Wavelet tarnsform), an image is decomposed into coefficients on orthogonal bases. These coefficients are then quantized and coded by various
techniques. While in the second generation algorithms, additional structural information,
such as edges and textures, is also used. This structural information is perceived differently by a Human Visual System (HVS).
Among these algorithms, multiscaled image (e.g. decompose an image into Laplacian and
Gaussian pyramids) coding is one of the most commonly used approaches. The multiscaled analysis technique is considered close to the way a HVS perceives an image. Recent
studies on Wavelet Transform theories have brought deeper insight into the relations of
wavelet filters and subband filters. Mallat et. aL have reported promising results on
second generation image coding using Wavelet Transform (1, 2J.
Despite these, an alternative approach for image compression using second generation
techniques is studied in this report. We will explore local image properties and search for
a possible adaptive multiscaled image analysis and synthesis technique performed on these
different local image areas. A new approach for image compression by using adaptivescale adaptive-kernel-order filters over local image regions is proposed. In particular, it is
applied to discrete Hermite- Binomial filters.
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The reasons for exploiting the discrete Hermite-Binomial transform for image compression are as follows. As mentioned before, a better image compression technique should
be relevant to a HVS perception. The perceived error of a reconstructed image by a
HVS can then be expected to be minimized, i.e., the reconstructed image and the original one are visually identical or as close as possible. Research on image perception
[5, 13, 17] indicated that a HVS performs some kind of spatiotemporal analysis on local
image regions. In addition, a Gaussian spatial window is more likely to resemble the
local image sampling by a HVS. Since a discrete Hermite-Binomial transform, which
is a specific case of a polynomial transform with a binomial window, seems to possess
these conditions [10]. Another reason is the special interests of this research institute
IPO on exploring the Hermite transform for various image processing applications. The
Hermite transform is found very useful in many image processing applications, including
noise reduction[16]' degration parameter estimation[14], etc. It might also be a good candidate for perceptually relevant compact image coding. Although in the first instance,
the disadvantage of coding Hermite transform coefficients is obvious: due to overlappped
windows, more coefficients are obtained in the transform domain. Therefore more investigation is needed on how to compress these coefficients according to local image properties.
In this study, the investigation is concentrated on image compression using adaptive-scale
adaptive-kernel-order discrete Hermite-Binomial filtering, by exploiring local image properties. It is noticed that a large distortion in a small region can be easily spotted by a
HVS, despite of the remaining high quality reconstructed image. It is thus wasteful of
processing and bit-rate to gain high quality in most remaining image areas, if large visual
error (especially structured error) still presents in other small edge areas. The desired
situation is that an image presents small visual error (closer to white noise) which is
distributed uniformly over an entire image spatial area. This implies that we can save
bit-rate in these unnecessarily high quality areas while add more fine processing to those
small areas with large visual distortion. The basic idea of this processing is thus to adapt
both the scale and the filter-kernel-order according to local image properties. In order to
do so, the image is divided into edge and texture regions entitled with resolution.

It should be mentioned that such an adaptive-scale adaptive-kernel-order local image filtering technique is also applicable to other types of filters, such as Wavelet and Subband
filters.
This report is organized as follows. In chapter 2, discrete polynomial transform with
a binomial window (i.e., discrete Hermite-Binomial transform) is briefly reviewed. In
chapter 3, the new image compression approach developed during this study is described
in detail. Chapter 4 describes simulation steps and the results. Chapter 5 is contributed
to the further discussion on this subject. Finally, in chapter 6 some concluding remarks
are given. In the Appendix, some programs developed during this study will be described
briefly, which may also be useful for other image processing research subjects in IPO.
3

Chapter 2
Discrete Hermite-Binomial
Transform for Image Analysis and
Synthesis
In this chapter, we will briefly review the discrete polynomial transform. Similar to most
other orthogonal transforms, polynomial transform is performed on blocks of image data
(smoothed by spatial windows). The only difference is that different basis functions are
chosen, which the transform coefficients are associated with the smoothed signal derivatives.

Discrete Polynomial Transform for image analysis and synthesis
A polynomial transform [6, 8, 7, 9, 10], which is uniquely determined by the interval
of definition, weighting function and normalization, can be used for image analysis and
synthesis purpose. Our particular interests here is one of its specia.l cases, i.e., the HermiteBinomial transform, which is associated with the selection of a binomial window.
The polynomial transform can be described by the following steps. First, an image L(n,m)
is sampled by using a repetitious smoothing window function, representing image samples
by the weighted sum of its windowed versions,

L(n, m)

= H!( 1

)

n,111,

Lk,s L(n, m)V(n -

kT, Tn - sT)

(2.1 )

where L(n,m) is the discrete image sample, V2(n, m) is a selected 2D (two dimensional)
window of length (N+1) with repetition period T, and W(n,m) is a weighting function

W(n, m)

= L:V(m

kT, n - sT)

(2.2)

k.s

The weighted image samples under this window are then transformed by a polynomial
transform and represented by the polynomia.l coefficients. Polynomial bases {G k.d n, m)}
4

are orthogonal on [O,N] with respect to V2( n, m)
N

L

V2(n, m)Gk,l(n, m)GsAn, m)

(2.3)

m,n=O

{Gk,l(n, m)} can thus be uniquely determined by a window function.
For reducing the block effects, overlapped spatial windows are often used in the polynomial transform.
In most situations, a 2D kernel is supposed separable. The transform can then be performed by applying twice the corresponding 1D (one-dimensional) filters respectively along
the x and y axes. The corresponding ID form of Eq.( 2.3) is thus as follows,
N

L

V 2 (m)G k (m)G s(m) = Dk-s

(2.4)

m=O

In the following, a separable 2D kernel is supposed.

Discrete Hermite-Binomial transform kernel
A particularly interest is to select V2( k) as a binomial window,

V 2 (k) = { (

~ ) = (N~~)!k! 0 ~ k ~ N
o

(2.5)

otherwise

Because it resembles a truncated Gaussian window with mean value N/2 and variance
(T2
N/4, and approaches Gaussian when N approaches to infinity,
lim ( N )

N-=

k

=

2N

JN7r"/2

exp _ (k·

1-)

N/2

2

(2.6)

In this special case, a polynomial transform becomes discrete Hermite-Binomial transform.
Its basis functions are associated with the discrete Hermite polynomials {Hr (k), 0 ~ I, k ~ N},
or the discrete Binomial polynomials {xr(k), 0 ~ I, k::; N}, where l' and k stand for the
order and the discrete time index respectively. The following relation holds between the
Binomial and Hermite polynomial sequences,
(2.7)

where Hr(k) is symmetric with respect to rand k, Hr(k) = Hk(r). One of the attractive
properties is that the Binomial sequences can be derived by r-th order differentials from
a (mother) Binomial function,
5

(2.8)
From the two-term recurrence relation

and the initial conditions,

x r (-l}

= 0,

xo(k)

= ( ~),

°«r,k)::; N

(2.10)

Hermite and Binomial transform matrices can be obtained respectively as follows

H=

[Hr.k] , X = [Xr,k)

(2.11)

where the orthogonality on [O,N] holds as follows

~ H (k)H (k) ( N ) _ ~ xr(k)xs(k) _
L...,

k=O

r

S

k -

L...,

k=O

(N) - ( 2NN) ~

(2.12)

T-S

k

s

Equivalently, a binomial filter can be expressed in the Z-domain as follows,
(2.13)

and
(2.14)

This shows that a binomial filter is very simple in implementation: only delay and addition/subtraction are needed.
Selection of basis functions
For a discrete Hermite-Binomial transform, one can select the following basis functions
Gr(k) and a normalized binomial window function V 2 (k), which satisfy the orthogonal
condition in Eq.( 2.4),

(2.15)
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(2.16)

Analysis kernel
In this case, a 1D polynomial forward transform can be performed by the following convolution,

L(k) * Dr(k)

Lr(k)
where Dr(k)

= Gr( _k)V2( -k)

(2.17)

corresponds to a 1D analysis filter kernel.

Synthesis kernels in the cases of non-overlapping and overlapping windows
The polynomial inverse transform can be expressed as
N

L(k)

= 'LLr(k)*P1'(k)

(2.18)

1'=0

where Pr(k) is the synthesis filter kernel. If there is no window overlap, i.e., T > N, the
synthesis filter kernel can be expressed as
(2.19)
This is corresponding to the (block) discrete Hermite-Binomial inverse transform kernel
described by Akansu [7].
The performance of such a block transform is known to degrade significantly at low bite
rate, i.e., there exists the so-called block effect. Hence, in many situations, window overlapping is preferred in order to obtain smoothed reconstructed image. This corresponds
to a general case of discrete Hermite-Binomial transform [10], or the Lapped (Orthogonal) Transform on Hermite-Binomial bases[7J. The introducing window overlap generally
implies that the orthogonality of polynomial bases among different windows is dropped.
In this case, synthesis performed in Eq. ( 2.18) must include the summed versions over all
possible overlapped windows, as below
N

L(k)

= 'L'L Lr(k) * P1'(k -

mT)

(2.20)

m 1'=0

The kernel then becomes the weighted sum of equation( 2.19), as below

Pr(k)
where W(k)

= Lm V(k -

Gr(k )V( k )/W( k)

rnT) is a weighting function.

7

(2.21 )

Remarks
(1) Simple in implementation
One of the attractive properties of discrete Hermite-Binomial filter is its simple in generating binomial sequence. Implementing binomial filters does not need any multiplication,
only addition/subtraction and delay operations are needed.
(2) Binomial-QMF and the wavelet filters
As mentioned in [7J, a two-band Binomial-QMF (Quadrature-Mirror Filter) filterbank
can be easily formed by using weighted sum of binomial sequences. It is proved [7J that
Binomial-QMF filters are identical to wavelet filters proposed by Daubechies [l1J.
(3) Derivatives of the local averaged image
Another attractive property of discrete Hermite-Binomial transform is that binomial sequences {xr(k), 0:; r :; N} can be derived as differentials of a mother binomial function
(

~ ).

From the commutativity of linear systems, the following relations holds,
(2.22)

This can be easily proved by using Laplace transform on both sides of the above equation,

left: C(f'(x)*g(x)) = sF(s)G(s)
right: C(f(x) * g'(x)) = F(s)sG(s)

(2.23)

This implies that the convolution of a spatial-window derivatives and the smoothed signals equals to the convolution of the smoothing spatial-window and the signal derivatives.
Thus, the transform coefficients at different order are linked to a clear physical meaning:
the derivatives ofthe local averaged signals. Due to this, discrete Hermite-Binomial filters
are also very attractive to the selection of image coding strategy.
(4) Overlapping spatial window and the necessity of coefficient downsampling in HermiteBinomial transform domain
In the case that window overlap is used, there are more coefficients in the transform
domain than the original image samples. This is usually considered negative for image
coding. This is a similar problem as one meets in using discrete STFT (Short Time Fourier
Transform)[12] for signal analysis. Hence, it is necessary to consider how to downsample
these Hermite-Binomial coefficients.
Considering a binomial window of length (N +1) in the spatial domain. Let us suppose
that it can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution. The spatial bandwidth of this
Gaussian distribution is 2Bs = 20' = .IN. According to the sampling theorem, the
downsampling rate in the transform domain must satisfy T :; .IN. In reality, this approximation only holds when N is large enough. However, this gives us some quantitative
description.
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(5) About image coding via (block) Hermite-Binomial transform
Akansu[7} has made performance comparison among different transforms. It is found
that Modified Hermite Transform (MHT) has less energy compaction than that in DCT
(Discrete Cosine Transform). This make MHT less attractive than DCT for coding application.

9

Chapter 3
Adaptive Image Compression Based
on Local Image Property
In this section, a new approach for image compression using adaptive-scale adaptivekernel-order discrete Hermite-Binomial transform is developed.
As described previously, a human visual system (HVS) perceives image information according to different image structural properties. One way to describe an image by such
a concept is to divide it into edge and texture regions. Edge is defined as discontinuity
or inflection point in image luminance. For a HVS, it is rather sensitive to the distortion
near edges because edges contain most image information. While image texture (texture
corresponds to an information that is less structured than edges), which has
much narrower bandwidth, contains less information. In each of these regions, the image
can be further divided according to its local resolution. In texture region, resolution can
be estimated according to local image contrast. Edge resolution can also be properly
defined, depending on its types and the duration of transition.
It is obvious that using the same processing blindly over an entire image is not proper.
Hence, in this chapter, a new processing technique is explored to adapt the processing
to the local image property. In order to compress image data, different strategies are
adopted in texture and edge regions, including their different local resolution. By using
such an adaptive approach, it is expected that high compression rates can be obtained.
Also, it is expected that the reconstructed image error can be visually lower and approach
being distributed uniformly (less structured) over the entire spatial area.
To implement the ideas, adaptive-scale adaptive-kernel-order discrete Hermite- Binomial
filters are exploited for analysis and synthesis over local texture and edge areas.
In the algorithm, an original image is first split into texture and edge regions according
to its structural properties. Each region is then further split into sub-areas with different
resolution.
10

Adaptive-scale (by adjusting the length of a binomial window) low-kernel-order HermiteBinomial filters are applied to image analysis and synthesis at different texture sub-areas.
While higher-order filters with selected analysis scale are applied to edge sub-areas. The
coefficients from different sub-areas are then properly downsampled and can subsequently
be coded by a selected coding technique. This image compression algorithm can be described by the following block diagram of Fig.(3.1).

length threshold
clipping threshold
Edge Regionr--_ _----.
Estimation
Adaptive local
image analysis
and downsampling
Threshold Criterion

Profile
Estimation
Texture
regIon

Multiscale
lowpassimage residuals

Resolution
estimation

~econstructed
'u-p---sa-m--p~li-n-g-a-n~d~
Image
------+-Adaptive local
image synthesis

[ Decoding ~ ....

Coding edge profiles
in edge region

Coding coefficients
in text ure re ion

Fig.(3.1) Compact Image Coding and Reconstruction

In the following this image compression algorithm will be described in detaiL
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3.1

Image analysis

In order to obtain high compression rate, an image is divided into exclusive regions of
textures and edges.

3.1.1

Estimating and chaining edge curves with attached profiles

Edges are defined here in a more general way, i.e, an edge is considered as a discontinuity
point of image luminance or luminance derivatives. We will consider mainly two types of
edges.

(1) Luminance discontinuity
Edges of this type, as shown in Fig.(3.2), can be estimated by the local extrema (maxima
and minima) of image first-order derivatives.

shape edge

blurred edge

luminance

1st order derivatives
Fig.(3.2) First type of image edges

(2)Inflection points of image luminance (Or, sometime called lines /chevrons)
As shown in Fig.(3.3), these inflection points can be detected by the local extrema of
image second-order derivatives.

12

luminance

2nd order derivatives

-----1

T

Fig.(3.3) Second type of image edges (Or, Chevron)

Extracting modulus maxima of local averaged images from discrete HermiteBinomial transform coefficients
As described in the previous chapter, Hermite- Binomial transform coefficients are linked
with the physical meaning of local averaged image derivatives. This makes it easy for edge
estimation from Hermite-Binomial transform coefficients. By using subimages FO,l (1, s)
and F1 ,o(1, s), the first type of edges can be estimated by selecting local maximum points
of the local averaged image first-order derivative moduli as below,

(3.1 )
While the second type of edges can be estimated from the modulus local maxima from
subimages F2 ,o(l,s), Fo,2(I,s), as follows,

(3.2)

Peak-clipping
To eliminate the noise caused by small fluctuation in luminance, a simple clipping method
is used. If the value of modulus maxima are less than a predescribed threshold, these modulus maximum points are then removed.

Chaining edge contours and removing noise by pruning
The edges are then chained into curves by the following steps:
Curve-length growing cia beam search
Given a presently last edge node in a curve, a beam search approach is used to allocate
the following successive point from its vicinity candidates. The search is performed along
the curve direction, under the constraint that angle difference of two adjacent edge points
is smaller tha.n a given threshold.
- Removing noise by edge Cllrve pruning
Pruning of edge curves is performed in order to further remove edge noise. Pruning
is applied after a chain is stopped growing. If a chain length is less than a given

13

minimum-length-threshold and the associated average curve energy is below a relativeenergy-threshold, this edge curve is then removed.

Finding edge sub-areas via edge profiles
Edge curve profiles will be used for coding rather than only peak-curves. An edge profile,
which represents the characteristics of an edge curve, is defined by a group of parameters
including peak curve, width, resolution, direction, shape, etc.
-Estimating edge resolution
Edge curve resolution is an useful information for image compression. In this case, we
are interested in using different analysis scales according to the edge resolution, despite
the reasons causing the blurred edges. Intuitively, the resolution of the first type edges is
higher than that of the second type (i.e., the chevrons). Further, within each type there
exist different resolutions for different edge curves.

To roughly estimate local edge resolution, the distance between the local modulus maximum and its closest first local modulus minimum can be used. For the first and the
second types of edge, the modulus image used for estimation is obtained from Eq.( 3.1)
and Eq.( 3.2) respectively. For more accurate estimation, a sophisticated algorithm of
multiscaled edge analysis proposed by [2], which is used originally in the wavelet transform case, may apply to this Hermite-Binomial transform case. Also, readers are referred
to a recent contribution in IPO [14].
-Estimating edge widths
Edge widths, which subsequently determine edge sub-areas, have to be estimated in this
algorithm. A simple way is adopted. Only partial realm of an edge width, which is the
fast transition part, is used. This can be obtained from the above resolution estimation,
i.e., using the distance between the two closest local modulus minima which are situated
on the two sides of a given edge.

After dividing the image into small fixed size grids, edge sub-areas are then formed by
including all these grids which are within the width realm of edge curves. An edge region
is thus consisted of all edge sub-areas.
To avoid too much calculation, the presently implemented algorithm selects only one fine
scale for the first type of edges. While the second type of edges is neglected for the timebeing, due to selected kernel-order.

Map of edge region
After the above steps, edge sub-areas are then depicted by an edge map, which contains
also the scaling information.
Advantages
14

The meaning of introducing edge resolution for image compression is that it provides the
possibility of using different scales for image analysis in local edge curve areas, which can
subsequently lead to different downsampling rates.

3.1.2

Estimating local image texture resolution

Texture region
Once the edge region is determined, the remaining area of an image is then belonging to
the texture region.
Estimating texture resolution in each grid and selecting a proper resolution
criterion
Similarly, textures also present different resolutions in different sub-areas. The resolution
in a local texture area can be described by the height of the local image contrast.
In order to estimate local image texture resolution, lowpass filtered subimages Ro,o( 1, s) in
full size, obtained by using a discrete Hermite-Binomial analysis filter and subsequently a
synthesis filter (to avoid aliasing error) at different candidate scaling levels, are provided.
These scales are chosen properly such that they can cover the dynamic range of image
texture resolution and are properly "quantized".
Texture region is then divided into
small grids of fixed size.

It is very important to select a proper criterion for estimating texture resolution. A best
criterion should be perceptually relevant. However, due to the limited knowledge on texture scaling approach in a HVS, it is very difficult to form a simple perceptually relevant
subjective criterion for this purpose. Readers' are referred to the recent investigation on
perceptually relevant image scaling [15] in IPO.
Therefore a simple objective criterion, i.e., the standard deviations, is selected for the
time being. Though it is simple, it can demonstrate quite well such an idea.
To estimate texture resolution, standard deviations in each image grid are calculated,
starting from the coarsest scale level possibly up to the finest, and stopping if a proper
level is reached.
Once the standard deviation value in a grid is exceeding a predescribed threshold for the
first time, a proper scale is supposed to have been reached. This candidate scale is then
chosen for this grid area.
Merging adjacent grids into sub-areas
Adjacent grids having similar resolution are then merged into a sub-area. Thus, a texture
region consists of many sub-areas.
Map of texture region
15

A texture resolution map is then created to describe these sub-areas and their associated
resolutions.

Advantages
Once texture resolutions are estimated, proper scales can then be applied for local image
analysis and synthesis. For a sub-area with a large scale, a large binomial window length
can be selected with subsequently high downsampling rate. In such a way, different bit
allocations can be assigned to different sub-areas.

3.2

Adaptive-scale adaptive-kernel-order image analysis and synthesis on local areas

From the above image analysis, two maps, i.e., image texture and edge maps, are obtained. As shown in the following block diagram in Fig.(3.4) for compact image coding,
the image analysis and synthesis performed in this section belong to the blocks 1 and 4.
The image texture and edge analysis described in previous section belong to block 5.

qrig'ma
1mage

--

1
2
Adaptive-scale
adaptive-order Hcoding\ •• '
image analysis

Texture/edge map

3

-~ecoding

5
Edge and Texture
Analysis

4

Adaptive-scale
~ adaptive-order
image synthesis

Re cons tructed
1mage

Texture/edge map

Fig.(3.4) Block Diagram of Compact Image Coding

In the following, we will describe how to select adaptive analysis/synthesis filter kernels
based on local image properties, as well as how to select properly local image sizes to
ensure linear convolution.
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3.2.1

Chaining sub-areas by dynamically allocating data structures

For each given map, the adjacent grids having the same scale are first merged into a subarea. Sub-areas, which have the same scale, are then described by NODEs in a BRANCH.
A BRANCH is a chain data structure which is formed by dynamically allocating memory
for its NODEs. As an example, a branch with 3 nodes is shown in Fig.(3.5),
(x-coordinate at up-left corner)
. xlup
(y-coordinate at up-left corner)
• ylup
(x-coordinate at down-right corner) • xrdn
(y-coordinate at down-right corner ) yrdn
(binomial window length N+1)
wlen
(pointer to next NODE BRANCH )

~

xlup ,-! xlup
I ylup
ylup
xrdn
xrdn
yrdn
I yrdn
wlen
wlen
null

- -

Fig.(3.5) Data Structure of A BRANCH
Sub-areas with different scales are described by separated BRANCHes. A ROOT chain
is created to link all these BRANCHes. Each NODE in a ROOT chain can be described
by the data structure in Fig.(3.6),
(pointer to next NODE in the ROOT)
(wlen in this BRANCH)
(pointer to head NODE of a BRANCH)

*next
wlen
~~~~~--~-=~~~~
* head address of a BRANCH

~~------------------~

Fig.{3.6) Data Structure of A Node in A ROOT
The following example in Fig.(3.7) shows how a ROOT links two BRANCHes,
ROOT

null
wlen2

---II-

wlenl

,

1

~p

BRANCH 1 ylup
xrdn
yrdn
wlenl

-

r ....

!

xl up
ylup
xrdn
yrdn
wlenl
null

~p

BRANCH 2 ylup
xrdn
yrdn
wlen2
null

Fig.(3.7) Linking BRANCHes by A ROOT
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3.2.2

Selecting scales and filter kernel-orders

For the texture region, different local scales are used for image analysis/synthesis by selecting the corresponding binomial window. These scales are described in the given texture
map. Due to the narrow bandwidth property of image texture, the filter kernel-order is
selected zero, i.e., only analyzed subimage Fo,o(l, s) is used for the texture region.
For the whole edge region, a single fine-scale is applied for the time-being. This is associated with selecting a small binomial window length. The filter kernel-order in edge
region are selected higher than zero-th degree, which can be chosen as dnm= 1 or 2. These
correspond to the use of subimages up to the first-order derivatives (subimages Fo,o(l, s),
FO,l(l, s), F1,o(l, s), FI,1 (1, s) ), or up to the second-order derivatives (only select subimages

Fo,o( 1, s), FO,1 (/, s), FI,o(l, s), FI,1 (l, s), Fo,2(/, s), F2,o(l, s) ).
For more sophisticated processing, variable scales are needed to adapt to local edge resolution.

3.2.3

Selecting size to prevent wrap-around error in a reconstructed image

In order to reconstruct a local image without wrap-around error, the image size of each
sub-area before analysis and synthesis must be properly selected. Since a reconstructed
image consists of many sub-areas which have been processed by different kernels, it is
visually quite annoyed if a wrap-around error is presented near the boundaries of these
sub-areas. To prevent this, a linear convolution of the filter kernel and image samples in
each sub-area must be ensured.
For a pre-described reconstructed image sub-area indicated by its coordinates in up-left
corner (Xl, YI) and down-right corner (X2' Y2), the proper sizes before the analysis and the
synthesis without introducing wrap-around error can be specified by (x~,Y~) , (x;,y;),
and (x'~,y~), (x;,y;) respectively, as shown in Fig.(3.8).
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II 11)
( XUYI

(X~, Y~)
(Xt,Yl)

Fig.(3.8) Size Selection for Image Analysis and Synthesis
The sizes needed for linear convolution of analysis filter kernels and the original signals,
as well as synthesis filter kernels and the intermediate signals can be described as follows,
F(n, m) = L(n, m)

* ha(n, m) = L

L(i,j)ha(n - i, m - j)

(3.3)

F(i,j)hs(n - i, m - j)

(3.4)

i,j

R(n, m) = F(n, m)

* hs(n, m) = L
i,j

where L(n,m), F(n,m) and R(n,m) are the original, intermediate and the reconstructed
image samples respectively, ha(n, m) and hAn, m) stand for analysis and synthesis kernel
respectively. Given a desired size of a reconstructed sub-area
{R(n,m):(Xl ~n~x2'

YI

~m~yd

(3.5)

the sub-area sizes of the original signal L(n,m) and the intermediate signal F(n,m) must
satisfy the following constraints,
F(n,m) : (Xl
L(n, m) : (Xl

-

N:5 n ~
2N ~ n ~

;1:2

X2

+ N,

+ 2N,

YI -

N ~m

:5 Y2

YI - 2N ~ m

:5

+ N)

Y2

+ 2N)

where (N+l) is the binomial window length (which is equivalent to the kernel size).
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(3.6)
(3.7)

3.2.4

Inserting processed sub-areas into an image

The reconstructed local image sub-areas are then inserted into the proper positions in the
Image.

3.3

Processing flowchart

For summarizing the whole processing, a program flowchart in Fig.(3.9) describes the
detailed steps performed in texture and edge sub-areas.
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Start: K=l

/~~
if K=2
Processing texture region
t
t
Edge/texture area: Candidate Scaling Level=l

if K=l
Processing edge region

t

Merge adjacent grids having
similar scale into sub-areas
chaining ali sub-areas in this scale
t
Select filter order:
if K=l, filter order = 1 or 2 ;
if K=2, filter order = 0
Select scaling for analysis/synthesis
t
Sub-area number=l

t
Calculating the sub-area size for analysis and synthesis
(to prevent wrap-around error)
t
Image analysis via Hermite- Binomial filters

Image syntbesis via Hermite-Binomial filters
t
Inserting sub-areas into proper image position

t
Sub-area number

+
4--

Sun-area number

+1

t

Sub-area number:::; Total sub-area number in this level?
t
Candidate Scale Level = candidate scale level

+

+

+1

' + - - - - Candidate Scaling Level:::; Total level number?

K

+

'+--------

K

t

= K+1

t

~

2?

t
End
Fig.(3.9) Processing Flowchart
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Chapter 4
Simulations and Results
In this chapter, simulations will be described in detail, and some results will also be included.

4.1

Simulations on extracting and chaining edge curves

To estimate edge curves, the first-order derivatives of locally averaged (multiscaled) image are obtained from the output image files FO,l and FI,o of "hod-ana". The program
"hod_ana" uses the original image (at finest-scale) or the re-synthesized lowpass image
(at coarse-scales) as input of different level. Re-synthesis is used here for anti-aliasing.
These files are then used as inputs for the program "e_profile". This program results in
the phases and moduli from images FO,1 and FI,o, the chained edge curves as well as the
edge area figure.
As an example, selecting { minwlen=3, maxwlen=15, maxlev=4, fs=1, tfs=O } and lady
LENA image for "hod_ana" 1 and { maxlev=4, TNO=2, en_th=l.O, slevel=X (don't care),
fs= 1, tfs=O } for" e_profile" , the chained edge curves at different scales can be obtained as
shown in Fig.( 4.1). The four levels in the figure correspond to binomial window lengths={
3, 7, 11, 15 } without image down- and up-sampling.

4.2

Simulations on texture resolution analysis

To estimate texture resolution, analysed images at different candidate scales are obtained
by executing" multis". The program" multis" uses an original image as the input for all
scales. Then, the program" texJesl" uses the resulting residual image as input to estimate
image local texture resolution over all grids.
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As an example, selecting { minwlen=3, maxwlen=15, maxlev=4, fs=l, tfs=O } and lady
LENA image for "multis", and { gsize=5, maxlev=4, th1=0.009 } for "tex..resl", the estimated image local texture resolution is obtained as shown in Fig.( 4.2). In this processing,
the entire image area is considered as a texture region. The finest scale in the figure is
associated with the darkest areas, while the coarsest scale the lightest areas. The four
scales associated with window lengths {3, 7, 11, 15 } are assigned with the values { 63,
126, 189, 252 } in this figure.

4.3

Simulations on image compression based on local image properties

For image compression through analysis and synthesis, program "lh_mscsyn" is developed.
The filter kernels used in this program are adapted in both scales and orders, according to
the local image properties. For those coarse-scaled sub-areas, large scale and subsequently
large downsampling rate are used for analysis. Low-order kernels are selected in texture
sub-areas, so that less coefficients are needed for coding. Wrap-around error is avoided
so that the entire reconstructed image has no distortion in the boundaries of sub-areas
where different analysis and synthesis kernels are applied.
Simulations have been done by applying such a method. In the simulations, the total levels of candidate scales are selected maxlev=4, associated with binomial window lengths
{3, 7, 11, 15}. Texture sub-areas and their resolutions are estimated by "tex..resl". Edge
curves and their sub-areas are estimated by selecting one middle scale (associated with
window length=7) level analysis in "e_profile".
Both texture and edge areas, produced by "tex..resl" and "e_profile", are modified by
the program "lhJl1scsyn" as described in Appendix. The input parameters are the same
as the above given examples, except "th1" and "gsize" in "tex..resl" are dependent on
each specific image, and { TNO=I, slevel=l } are assigned to lie_profile". { minwlen=3,
maxwlen=15, maxlev=4, samf=2, tfs=l, e_dnm=l } are selected for "lhJl1scsyn". This
corresponds to the window sampling distance (i.e., the distance between the two adjacent
spatial window centers) T = { 2, 3, 4, 5 } for texture region and T=2 for edge region (T
is defined the same as that in Eq.(2.l) ). For simplicity, the edge region is processed with
a single fine scale, corresponding to a binomial window length wlen=:3. Only subimage
Fo,o is used in the texture region, while subimages Fo.o, FO,l, F I •O and FI,l are used for the
edge region.
In the following examples, some simulation results by using such a method are shown.
All the error ima.ges showed in the included figures are amplified and processed as below
j

E(n, m) = 2.0 * (L(n, m) - R(m, n))
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+ 128

(4.1 )

where L(n,m), R(n,m) and E(n,m) stand for the original, the reconstructed and the error
images. Downsampling rate { 2, 3, 4, 5 } are used for the four different scales.
-Simulations
In the following Figures. (4.3) to (4.8), simulation results on six images are included. These
images are named "lady LEN A", "Tower", "Windmill", "lady wOl", "Village", "Cafe".
Each of these figures includes the original image, the reconstructed image, the error image,
the estimated edge curves, as well as the edge/texture map entitled with resolution. Two
parameters in the program "tex..resl" which are image dependent, are selected as follows,
Parameters
thl
gSlze

LENA
0.009
5

Tower
0.03
3

Windmill
0.02
5

WOl
0.02
3

Village
0.035
5

Cafe
0.02
5

Fig.( 4.9) Selected parameters in program "tex..resl"

From these simulation results, it is showed that such an adaptive local image processing
approach is promising for data compression and for achieving less structured error image.

4.4

Evaluations

Except judge the processing results by the reconstructed and the error images, the following quantitative description is also included for partial evaluation.

Estimation of SNR
The SNR (Signal-to- Noise Ratio) defined as below is used for partially estimating reconstructed image quality.
SN R(dB)

= 10 log energy of the origi~al image

(4.2)
energy of error lmage
The SNRs are calculated over the texture and the edge regions respectively, according
to the given processing map of each image (obtained from" lh...mscsyn"). The following
Table lists these results.
IMAGES
LENA
whole area 1 28 . 11
SNR(dB) edge area
29.42
I
texture area I 27.71

Tower
29.34
25.31
34.03

Windmill
28.85
25.94
32.18

Fig. (4.10) Estimated SNR of the reconstructed images
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WOl Village
33.12 23.00
34.37 25.02
31.50 21.65

Cafe
24.81
24.42
25.80

Estimation of compression ratio
As pointed out previously, due to window overlapping used in Hermite-Binomial transform, the number of coefficients in the transform domain is more than the original image
samples. As examples, for the giving overlapped binomial windows and the downsampling
rate, the following Table lists the corresponding coefficient numbers in the transform domam.
Binomial Window

Distance between adjacent

length (N +1)
3
7
11
15

spatial window (T)
2
3
4
5

Fig.(4.11)

No. of transform coeffiCIents
No. of original image samples
2.25
5.44
7.56
9.00

Ratio of transform coefficients before compression
and the original image samples

Texture region
The compression ratio of transform coefficients after processing over the original image
samples is roughly estimated in the texture region, as listed in the following Table.

Image Name

Texture Area (%)

LENA
Tower
Windmill
W01
Village
Cafe

68.2
55.5
54.8
48.2
46.1
32.4

Fig.( 4.12)

No. of transform coeiticlents
No. of original image samples
0.1515
0.lO03
0.0924
0.0943
0.1517
0.1921

Compression ratio of transform coefficients over image samples
in the texture region

Edge region
In the preliminary demonstration simulations, the compression ratio of Hermite- Binomial
coefficients in the edge region is 4/9 (Due to selecting a single fine scale (N +1)=3 and 4
coefficients Fa,a, Fa,l, F1,a, Fl,l ).

It should be mentioned out that further data compression in the edge region must be
done. For examples, these coefficients can be represented by edge profiles, as described in
the previous chapter. Proper coding strategies for different parameters are then needed.
The spatial correlation of each chained edge curve can be exploited. Also, the spatial
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correlations of other parameters of the edge profiles shoul be exploited. The compression in the edge region is then largely dependent on how efficient these coding methods
would be. Unfortunately, due to the time limit, this part of the work can not be continued.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig.(4. l) Chained Multiscaled Edge Curves of Image LENA
(a) to (c) correspond to the finest to the coarsest scales
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Fig.(4.2) Estimated Texture Resolution of Image LENA
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(a) Original image

(b) Reconstructed image

(c) Error image

(cl) Chained edge curves

(e) Texture/edge map used for processing
Fig.(4.3) Simulation Results on Lady LENA
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(a) Original image

(b) Reconstructed imap;e

( c) Error image

(d) Chained edge curves

(e) Texture/edge map used for processing
Fig. (4.4) Simulation Results on Image Tower
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(a) Original image

(b) Reconstructed image

( c) Error image

( d) Chained edge curves

(e) Texture/edge map used for processing
Fig.(4.5) Simulation Results on Image Windmill
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(a) Original image

(b ) Reconstructed image

(c) Error image

(cl) Chained edge curves

(e) Texture/edge map used for processing
Fig.( 4.6) Simulation Results on Image Lady WOI
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(a) Original image

(b) Reconstructed image

(c) Error image

L0
'

~mr.,..

....

-..
I

(d) Chained edge curves

,=,;.;;.

:::4til:iPTL

, .

•

_.

..:;:

n""; tnSL

'* .,,,- -

(e) Texture/edge map used for processing
Fig.(4. 7) Simulation Results on Image Village
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(a) Original image

(b) Reconstructed image

(c) Error image

(d) Chained edge curves

(e) Texture/ edge map used for processing
Fig.( 4.8) Simulation Results on Image Ca.fe
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Chapter 5
Discussions
In this chapter, we will discuss further about the proposed approaches. Meanwhile possible improvement and possible future work will also be discussed.
In this report, we have introduced local-image-property-based adaptive multiscaled HermiteBinomial filtering approach for image compression. Adaptive scaling and adaptive fiIterkernel-order are introduced based on local image properties. Such a technique is proved
useful by the simulations.
As mentioned in the introduction, it is wasteful of processing and bit-rate to gain high
quality in most image texture areas, if large visual error, especially the structured error,
still presents over some small edge areas. The idea of introducing more degradation (closer
to white noise) in the texture region and reducing error (structured color noise) in edge
region has been supported by our simulations. The results of simulations have shown less
structured error images after using such a local adaptive processing.

About Compact image coding via Hermite-Binomial filtering
Due to using overlapping windows, the overwhelming coefficients obtained from HermiteBinomial filtering is one big disadvantage for image coding. As we have shown in the
simulations, this disadvantage can be partially overcome by introducing adaptive local
image processing and adopting proper coding strategies. The clear physical meaning associated with the transform coefficients and the perceptually relevant spatial Gaussian
window are the two main advantages.
Compression in the image texture area is proved effective and promising. As mentioned
previously, we have performed first step compression, i.e., coefficient compression, in the
edge area, and provided algorithms for estimating some of the parameters of edge profiles.
Further data compression in edge region is expected by selecting proper coding strategies
for edge profiles.
Some remarks
-It is obvious that image compression ratio is dependent on the properties of a given
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image. Images (such as lady LENA) rich in texture with changing contrasts, is very attractive for using such an approach. While images rich in edges and specific patterns,
much less compression can be obtained. As examples, images "Cafe" and "Village" are
rich in edges and patterns respectively. The compression ratio is small, and the results indicates higher than dnm=l kernel-order is needed in some areas. In the image "Village",
specific patterns of bricks and roof can be more efficiently and effectively compressed if
some pattern relevant techniques are explored in a small sample area and then duplicate
it to the whole pattern area.

-It should be mentioned out that the present algorithm is not performed in real time. In
order to reduce the processing time so that nearly real-time processing can be obtained,
some refinement of the program "lh..mscsyn" is necessary. Presently, all sub-areas are
considered as rectangular, which can be described by left-up and right-down corner coordinates. More sophisticated description of shapes can be used, so that less blocks are
split and fast processing can then be achieved.
-In this investigation, we have concentrated only on compressing transform coefficients via
image analysis and synthesis procedures. Further compression can be achieved during the
coding procedure. In principle, coefficients in the edge and the texture areas can be coded
differently. In edge areas, due to the correlation in each edge curve, coding chained edge
curves and other spatial correlated parameters in edge profiles, rather than the transform
coefficients, will be needed.

Possible future improvement
-Smoothing some sub-areas to avoid busy alteration
If some small areas are frequently altered between edge and texture, it is not very attractive for processing. This is because larger size is always needed to ensure linear
convolution. In such a case, it is suggested that those small texture areas can be modified
to its surrounding edge areas so that too busy changing can be avoided. Similarly, small
texture sub-area with one resolution surrounded by large texture area of another resolution can also be smoothed to its majority surroundings.
-About texture resolution estimation
As mentioned out previously, we emphasis mainly the idea of introducing local texture
resolution based image analysis. Present texture resolution estimation algorithm (the program "tex...resl") is performed by exploiting a simple objective criterion. Further potential
improvement is suggested by replacing a perceptually relevant subjective criterion.
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Chapter 6
Concluding Remarks
In this report, we have developed a new algorithm for image compression by exploring
local image properties. The proposed approach applies an adaptive-scale adaptive-kernelorder discrete Hermite- Binomial filtering technique to local image analysis and synthesis.
The compression is achieved by exploring image local structural information as well as
their local resolution. In such a way, large downsampling rate and low kernel-order can
be applied to some areas without introducing annoying visual effects.
For this purpose, image texture and edge analysis are also included in this research. We
introduce the local resolution of textures and edges, and have estimated them quantitatively. These analysis may also be served for other image processing purposes.
Particular attention has been paid to the use of local and adaptive processing. We
emphasize that such a local adaptive pmcessing approach can be also applied to othc1' kind
of filtering techniques such as subband and wavelet filters.

In this algorithm, only one level of processing is applied to each specific local areas. A
proper scaling in each specific local area is estimated beforehand. The advantage is that
no error is transferred and amplified via different scales. While in most multiscaled image
analysis approaches, error goes through different pyramid levels.
Simulations have been performed on the Sun Workstations. The programs developed can
be used under KHOROS software package environment.
The simulations and the results, a.s included partly in this report, have showed promising
in image compression and with less structured spatial error and thus have supported the
proposed approach. As we also pointed out in the discussion that such a processing is
now only suitable for off-line processing. Therefore further refinement of these programs
and algorithms are needed in the near future,
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Chapter 9
Appendix: Program Description
In this appendix, we will describe briefly the programs developed during this study. These
programs may also be used for other image processing purposes in IPO.
Each source program, which produces executable file, can be run under KHOROS software package environment. Each program is defined by a set of files {* .prog, * .pane,
*conf, Imakefile}.
By executing "ghostwriter", the files { *.c, 1*.c, *.1, 1*.3, *.h } will be produced.
By executing "makemake" (to produce Makefile) and subsequently "make", the objective
files {* .0, 1*.0 } and the executable file { * } will then be produced.

9.1

Multiscaled image analysis

Program 1: Image analysis and synthesis using different scales
Program name: multis.prog
Program description:
Image analysis using different scales and downsamples. A single input image, z. e., the
original image, is used for analysis at all scales.
Input image:
(1 )iimg (imagedata type: unsigned char, short, int and float): original image.
Output images:
.
(1 )oimg (imagedata type: float): lowpass analyzed and down-sampled images at different
scales.
(2)olimg (imagedata type: float): multiband residual images from different scales.
(3)o2img (imagedata type: float): lowpass synthesized and up-sampled images (full size)
from different scales.
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Input parameters:
(1) minwlen: minimum binomial window length.
(2) maxwlen: maximum binomial window length.
Binomial window length (nv) at each scale level k is
nv(k)

={

minwlen
nv(k _ 1) +

k = 0

maxwlen-minwlen
maxlev-l

1 < k < (maxlev - 1)
--

(3) maxlev: total scaling levels.
(4) fs: minimum sampling distance between the adjacent spatial windows.
The sampling distance (ts) at each scale level (k) is
ts=fs+k,O::5k::5(maxlev

1)

Program 2: Multiscaled image analysis
Program name: msc_ana. prog
Program description:
This program perorms multiscaled image analysis. Image analysis at level k is performed
by using the lowpass filtered image at previous level k-1 ( 1 ::5 k ), or using the original
image at level 0, as the input,
Input image:
(1) iimg (imagedata type: unsigned char, short, int and float): original image.
Output images:
(1)oimg (imagedata type: float): multi scaled lowpass analyzed and down-sampled images.
(2)olimg (imagedata type: float): multiscaled residual images.
(3)o2img (imagedata type: float): multiscaled lowpass synthesized and up-sampled images.
Input parameters:
(1) minwlen: minimum binomial window length.
(2) maxwlen: maximum binomial window length.
Binomial window length (nv) at each scale level k is
nv(k) = { minwlen
nv(k - 1)

.
maxwlen-mmwlen
maxlev-l

1<k

k

0

< (rna;tlev

--

- 1)

(3) maxlev: total pyramid levels.
(4) tfs: (fs) type, which decides (fs) in each level is constant /increasement by 1 / double
from previous level.
(5) fs: minimum sampling distance between the two adjacent spatial windows.
While the sampling distance (ts) at each scale level (k) is
fs(constant)
fs(k+l)=
fs(k)+l
{
2fs(k)

if tfs 0
iftfs=1
iftfs=2
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Program 3: Multiscaled image synthesis
Program name: msc..syn.prog
Program description:
Multiscaled image synthesis. Images are synthesized by using the lowpass analysed image
at the coarsest scaling level and the residual images from the remaining levels.
Input image:
(1) i2img (imagedata type: float): Multiscaled residual images.
(2) ilimg (imagedata type: float): Multiscaled lowpass analysed images (only image in
the coarsest scaling is used).
Output images:
(1) olimg (imagedata type: float): Muitiscale synthesized image.
(2) o2img (imagedata type: float): Residual image.
Input parameters:
(1) minwlen: the minimum length of ID binomial window.
(2) maxwlen: the maximum length of ID binomial window.
(3) maxIev: total pyramid levIes
(4) tfs: (fs) type, which decides (fs) in each level is constant / increasement by 1 / double
from previous level.
(5) fs: minimum sampling distance between the adjacent spatial windows.
While the sampling distance (ts) at each scale level (k) is
fs(constant) if tfs = 0
fs(k+l)=
fs(k) + 1
iftfs=1
{

2fs(k)
iftfs=2
(6) lossless: selecting loss less or lossy synthesis.
0 lossless
lossless
{ 1 lossy synthesis by clipping small residual values
(7) thl: residual clipping threshold.
.
.
{image residual if
res'dual
ReSIdual used for synthesls=
reSl ua mea.n va. ue
o
otherwise

> thl

Program 4: Calculate first-order derivative of local averaged image
Program name: hod-ana. prog
Program description:
Multiscaled image analysis (filter order dnm=l )
Input image:
(1) iimg (imagedata type: unsigned char, short, int and float): Original image
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Output images:
(1) oimg (imagedata type: float): F o,o image obtained from multiscaled analysis
downsampling.
(2) o2img (imagedata type: float): Ro,o image obtained from multiscaled synthesis
upsampling.
(3) oOlimg (imagedata type: float): FO,l image obtained from multiscaled analysis
downsampling.
(4) olOimg (imagedata type: float): FI,o image obtained from multiscaled analysis
downsampling.
(5) ollimg (imagedata type: float): FI,I image obtained from multiscaled analysis
downsampling.

and
and
and
and
and

Input parameters:
Similar to those in program "msc..ana.prog"

Program 5: Image analysis on one selected band
Program name: s_hod_ana.prog
Program description:
Multiscaled image analysis on one selected band (filter order dnm=2)
Input image:
(1) iimg (imagedata type: unsigned char, short, int and float): Original image.
Output images:
(1) oimg (imagedata type: float) An analysed and downsampled image from a selected
band.
Input parameters:
Similar to those in program "msc..ana.prog", except adding one more:
bandno: 0 ::; bandno ::; (dnm + 1)2

9.2

Analysing edge curves and profiles

Program 6: Extracting and chaining (multiscaled) edge curves, estimating
edge profiles
Program name: e_profile. prog
Program description:
-Calculate moduli and phases given local averaged image derivatives along xand y-directions
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(by the function "xytomp")

-Extract modulus local maxima and minima, and clipping small local maximum points (by the function "extrema")
local maximum points are assigned value line2=200, while local minima are assigned value
linel=100. The modulus local maxima are clipped according the given threshold:
0
modulus local maxima
< (en th)
selected values =
mean value of absolute moduli { modulus maximum values otherwise
-Chaining edge curves via beam-search and pruning edge noise
(by the function edge_chain)
Given modulus local maxima, the edge points are then chained together by dynamically
allocating memory spaces. Once a last edge node in a chain is given, the following edge
candidates is searched around its vicinity within a beam realm along the edge curve direction. Threshold of maximum one-step angle-difference constraint is also added.
Pruning is performed after an edge curve length stopped growing. The reasons are twofold.
First, short length curves may produced by luminance fluctuations and noise disturbance.
Second, to prevent excessively dynamic memory allocation, constant cleaning noise as
well as some less important edge curves is necessary.
-Calculating edge profiles
In our algorithm, an edge profile parameter, edge widths, is roughly estimated by the
modulus local minima along the two side of an edge curve. Minimum curve width threshold is also set.
Inserting edge curves with the associated widths into an area map
Edge curves attached with widths are then inserted into the corresponding positions in
an image. Since only one resolution is adopted for the time being, only one scaling value
is assigned.
Input image:
(1) i1img (imagedata type: float): Analysed image Fo,l
(2) i2img (imagedata type: float): Analyzed image FI,D
Output images:
(1) olimg (imagedata type: unsigned char): (multiscaled) edge peak lines
(2) o2img (imagedata type: unsigned char): edge profile map
(3) o3img (imagedata type: float): Moduli associated with averaged image first-order
derivative
(4) o4img (imagedata type: float): Angles associated with averaged image first-order
derivative
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In pu t parameters:
(1) maxlev: total scaling levels.
(2) TNO: total levels to be processed 1
(3) slevel: the selected level

T NO

maxlev

O•••• (maxlev -1) if TNO = 1
seve
1 I= {
don't care
otherwise
(4)en_th: clipping threshold. This is the energy threshold which is used for peak line
clipping.
(5)fs: similar to that in "msc_ana.prog"
(6)tfs similar to that in "mscana.prog"

9.3

Estimation of texture resolution

Program 7: Texture analysis
Program name: tex_resl.prog
Program description:
This program estimates image texture sub-areas and the associated resolution, for the
giving analyzed images from different candidate scaling levels. An image resolution map
is then produced. The final texture-resolution map is obtained by excluding the edge region
described by an edge-map (obtained from executing program e_profile.prog).
In the processing, the image is first divided into grids of small fixed size. For all the
candidate scaling levels, standard deviations in each grid are calculated, from the lowest
scaling up to possibly the highest. Once the standard deviation exceeds the error threshold in a scaling level for the first time, the scaling of this image grid is obtained.

Input images:
(1) iimg1 (imagedata type: unsigned char, short, int, float): Original image.
(2) iimg (imagedata type: float): Residual images or analyzed/synthesized images from
selected scales.
Output images:
(1) oimg (imagedata type: unsigned char): Image resolution map.
In the map, each image sub-area is filled with a value associated with the selected scaling
level (k)
Level value(k)
1 :::; k :::; max lev
Input parameters:
(1) wlen: selected grid size
(2) maxlev: total scaling levels
(3) th1: threshold for standard deviation
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9.4

Local image analysis and synthesis by adaptivescale and adaptive-order discrete Hermite-Binomial
filters

Program 8: Analysis and synthesis of a local image area by discrete HermiteBinomial filters without introducing wrap-around error
Program name: adp_bfil.prog
Program description:
This is a testing program. Giving a small block of image from the entire image described by
its left-up and right-down corner coordinates, analysis and synthesis by discrete HermiteBinomial kernels are then performed. The sizes of the block before analysis and synthesis
are selected such that the reconstructed image block will have no wrap-around error when
its neighbouring blocks (which can be analyzed and synthesized by different kernels) are
inserted.
Function floaLana.JiIO
Given the desired size of a reconstructed image block, it performs image analysis (only
demonstrate dnm=O) with properly selected size.
Function float_syn_filO
Given a desired size of a reconstructed image block, it performs image synthesis (only
demonstrate dnm=O) with properly selected size.
Input image:
(1) iimg (imagedata type: char, short, int, float): Original image
Output images:
(1) oimg (imagedata type: float): Lowpass filtered image
(2) olimg (imagedata type type: float): Residual image
(3) o2img (imagedata type: char): Image processing map
Input parameters:
(1) minwlen minimum spatial window length of 1D binomial window
(2) maxwlen: maximum spatial window length of 1D binomial window
(3) maxlev: total number of scaling levels
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Program 9: Image analysis and synthesis by applying adaptive-scale adaptiveorder discrete Hermite-Binomial filters on local edge and texture areas
Program name: lh....mscsyn.prog
Program description:
This program performs image compression by adaptive image analysis and synthesis over
local areas.
An edge region map is modified by performing" AND" operation on "m2img" file with
the grid, i.e., if a grid contains part of an edge sub-area, the whole grid area is included
in the edge region map.
A texture region map is obtained by excluding the edge region (obtained from the above)
from the "mlimg" file.
In the texture region, the filter-order is selected 0 (i.e., only Fo,o is used for analysis
and synthesis), while in the edge region it is decided by the input parameter e_dnm, as
explained below. The sampling distance between the adjacent spatial windows in the
edge region is a constant given by the parameter "samf" (because this program did not
introduce different edge scales for the time being). While in the image texture sub-areas,
the sampling distance between the adjacent spatial windows is increased from the finest
to the coarsest scalings. The exact increment depends on the selected parameter "tfs"
described below.
Input images:
(1) iimg (imagedata type: char, short, int, float): Original image
(2) mlimg (imagedata type: char): Map of image texture areas and resolutions
(3) m2img (imagedata type: char): Map of image edge areas
Output images:
(I) oimg (imagedata type: float): Reconstructed image
(2) ochk (imagedata type: char): Map of texture and edge regions and the associated
scales (used for the image analysis and synthesis)
Input parameters:
(1) minwlen: minimum ID binomial spatial window length
(2) maxwlen: maximum ID binomial spatial window length
(3) maxlev: total number of scales which may appear in an image
(4) samf: minimum sampling distance (fs) between the adj acent spatial windows
(5) tfs: type of fs
samf + k if
1 and (in texture region)
fs(k) =
sam! + 2k if tfs=2 and (in texture region)
{
samf
in edge region
where 0 ~ k ::; (maxlev - 1)
(6) e_dnm: selected filter-order (dnm) for the edge region.
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dnm =

{I

Selecting subimages Fo,o FO,I FI,o FI,I
2 Selecting Fo,o FO,l F I,O FI,I g,o Fo,2

Function int_mapO
Given a map of the image edge region or the image texture region, this function produces
a branch which chains all sub-areas having a same scaling, by dynamically allocating
memOrIes.
The sampling distance is assigned to ptl -?> fs inside this function.
Input parameters:
mimg = image map in texture/edge region.
*plroot=pointer to head node in this branch (given a specific scale).
samf = minimum sampling distance
type_et= type of regions: edge or texture
kl = scaling level number
lev val = the value associated with a given scale in the mapping file
Return parameters:
*plroot-?- head pointer: pointer to the first node of the chain created.
A created new chain: containing a branch of sub-areas with the same scaling, with
*plroot?>head pointing to its first node.
*ochk: A mapping file which is modified after processing each leveL

Function floaLanaJilO
For a given block of subimage pointed by *pi, this function analyses (each time calculates
one specific image block in one band) and downsamples the subimage (the scaling and
the order of the kernel are selected before the entrance). There is no wrap-around error
introduced.
Input parameters:
*pi = pointer to the original image data.
*ipr= pointer to the parameters describing the features of this image block.
*kernel=pointer to the binomial analysis filter kernel.
filtype=filter type.
Return parameters:
*po pointer to the resulted image.
*opr= pointer to the parameters describing the resulted image.

Function floaLsyn_filO
For a given block of subimage pointed by *pi, this function results synthesized (each time
calculates one specific image block in one band) and upsamples this subimage. There is
no wrap-around error introduced.
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Input paramete~s:
*pi = pointer to the lowpass analyzed image.
*ipr= pointer to the parameters describing image features.
*kernel= pointer to the binomial synthesis filter kernel.
filtype = filter type.
Return parameters:
*po = pointer to th esynthesized image.
*Opr=pointer to the parameters describing the resulted image.

9.5

Evaluation

Program 10: SNR estimation for the reconstructed image
Program name: SNR.prog
Program description:
This program estimates the SNR of the error image over the original image. The estimation is applied for the selected area only.
Input images:
(1) i1img (imagedata type: char, short, int, float): Original image.
(2) i2img (imagedata type: float): The error image.
(3) i3img (imagedata type: char): The map of image edge and texture regions with the
associated resolutions.
Input parameter:
(1 )sep: selected image region.
Selected among the entire image, the edge region only, or the texture region only.
Output parameter:
(1) Estimated SNR (in dB) in a selected area.

Program 11: Estimation of image compression ratio in the texture region
Program name: c_ratio.prog
Program description:
This program estimates roughly the compression ratio in the texture region as well as the
percentage of texture region size within an entire image. The ratio of the transform coefficients (after processing) over the original image samples is calculated in the texture region.
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Input image:
(1) i1img (imagedata type: char): The map of image edge and texture regions with the
associated resolutions, which has been used for the image compression processing.
Input parameters:
(1) minwlen: minimum binomial window length
(2) maxwlen: maximum binomial window length
(3) maxlev: total scaling levels
(4) samf: minimum sampling distance between the adjacent spatial windows
(5) tfs: type of sampling window.
fS(k)-{ samf+k iftfs=l
2fs(k-1) iftfs=2
Output parameters:
(1) Estimated ratio of the transformed coefficients over the original image samples in the
texture region.
(2) The percentage of texture region size in the image.
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